Abstract. We find very simple examples of C°°-arcs of diffeomorphisms of the two-dimensional torus, preserving the Lebesgue measure and having the following properties: (1) the beginning of an arc is inside the set of Anosov diffeomorphisms; (2) after the bifurcation parameter every diffeomorphism has an elliptic fixed point with the first Birkhoff invariant non-zero (the KAM situation) and an invariant open area with almost everywhere non-zero Lyapunov characteristic exponents, moreover where the diffeomorphism has Bernoulli property; (3) the arc is real-analytic except on two circles (for each value of parameter) which are inside the Bernoulli property area.
Introduction
In this paper we find a simple one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms of the two-dimensional torus T 2 
, H t :T 2^T2
for te [-e, e] , preserving the Lebesgue measure and satisfying the properties (l)-(5) listed below.
(1) For every t>0,H, is inside the set of Anosov diffeomorphisms An (T   2   ) . For every f >0, H, is topologically conjugate with the hyperbolic toral automorphism A given by the matrix (1 2)-(2) The family H, at t = 0 is transversal to the set Fr An (T 2 ) -the boundary of An (T   2   ) . We mean by this that there exists a constant C > 0 such that distc>(H h Fr An (T 2 )) > C • \t\.
(3) For every t < 0 there exists an elliptic island around Oe T 2 . This means that the differential DH,{0) is elliptic, the eigenvalues of DH,(0) are not roots of unity of low degree and in the Birkhoff normal form the frequency of oscillations depends on the amplitude. More exactly, the first Birkhoff invariant is non-zero. Then by Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser theory most of the neighbourhood of 0 is filled with //,-invariant closed curves. -function and is real-analytic except on the two families of circles [-e , e]x{a,b}xS 1 
.
We look for H, in the form of a toral-linked twist mapping, see [1] and [9] , i.e.
H t = G g ,°F f , where F t ,(x, y) = (x +f,(y), y), G gt (x, y) = (x, y +g,(x)),
for every x, y € R and some integers k and /. We take /, = id so that
H,(x,y) = (x+y,y+g t (x+y)).
We take g, satisfying the following properties:
fFor every t e [-e, e] g, is an odd function, g, If t > 0, the point 0 e T 2 is a saddle for //,. When f passes 0 in the negative direction two saddles p, and q, appear on the opposite sides of 0 on the x-axis while 0 itself becomes elliptic.
Checking the properties (l)-(3) is straightforward so we do not dwell on them. Let us only mention that / / 0 corresponds to diffeomorphisms studied in [1] and [6] and that for t<0, \t\ sufficiently small, the first Birkhoff invariant at OeT 2 is non-zero since d 3 g,/dx 3 (0) # 0. Thus, the main aim of the paper is to prove property (4) for a special family g t . In general the stable and unstable manifolds of p, and q, intersect transversally (see the phase portrait in figure 1 ) and in such a case we do not know how to estimate the Lyapunov exponents. Moreover, in view of a recent result by R. Mane [7] there exists a C 1 -generic subset where Lyapunov exponents are zero almost everywhere. So our H, must be disjoint with s4 L -(The subscript L means that we consider diffeomorphisms preserving the Lebesgue measure.) In connection with the Mane result Katok has suggested studying the Lyapunov exponents for small perturbations of H o -
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In the case of our special H, the saddles p, and q, are joined by separatrices, see figure 2 . Throughout the paper we use only this property of H t , together with properties (1). In the theorem in § 2, we consider a specific H, only to be concrete.
Denote the domain between the separatrices by U,. An idea which explains property (4) is that T 2 \cl U, is //,-invariant so the behaviour along the trajectory of every point from T 2 \cl U, is hyperbolic as the trajectory keeps far away from the elliptic island around Oe T 2 . In fact we 'blow up' the saddle of the Anosov diffeomorphism into the disk cl U,. We use the Hamiltonian function y 2 -x 2 (x 2 + 2t). In a neighbourhood of cl U, the saddle-like dynamics are preserved.
Section 2 is devoted to the construction of H,. In § § 3-5 we prove property (4) using the technique of invariant cones. In § 6 we prove that for each t < 0, H t \ T *\ ciUt is an almost Anosov diffeomorphism. Namely, it has continuous, uniquely integrable stable and unstable sub-bundles; it has almost everywhere non-zero Lyapunov exponents for every H, invariant probability measure on T 2 \cl U, and it is topologically conjugate to the Anosov diffeomorphism A|r 2 \{o>-However proposition 3, § 6 proves that our 'blowing up' is in no sense C 1 . Our study in § 6 corresponds to the Katok study for the // 0 -type example [6] and to the Gerber and Katok study of smoothed pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphisms [4] .
One reason why it is easy to construct our examples of coexistence is that we perturb the twist F id with G gt where g, is not periodic, i.e. the average twisting f ^(x)dx*0.
Jo dx
The classical problem is to consider g, to be periodic. Nevertheless the facts of local character i.e. the dynamics in the neighbourhood of cl U t , like lemmas 2, 3, 5, concern the classical situation. See § 7 for further comments. Let us consider the following one-parameter family of Hamiltonian functions denned in the neighbourhood off = x = y = 0 :
Construction of the example
For t > 0 the Hamiltonian vector field V, corresponding to h t has a saddle at 0 € T 2 . For t < 0 this saddle changes into an elliptic fixed point and V, acquires two saddles joined by two separatrices, see figure 2 in § 1. We look for g, such that has the same saddles and separatrices.
The union of stable and unstable manifolds for the saddles p, and q, in the neighbourhood of Oe T 2 coincides with the set of zeros of the function:
Consider the set of zeros of\V t (x,y) = x 2 + t + y and then the zeros of W, (x ± \y, y) (broken lines in figure 3 ). Write these sets as graphs of the functions Define g, = yt -yT-We obtain the formula from the statement of the theorem. These numbers will appear throughout the paper. Sometimes we shall use the notation (v) x , (u) y , (z) x , (z) y to denote the x-or y-coordinate of a vector v or of a point z.
Existence of invariant families of cones
We shall describe here families of unstable and stable cones in the region T 2 \cl U,, where U, is the region between the separatrices yf.
Denote for every a <b, \a -b\ < 1, the strip ]a, b[xS 1 by P(a, b). Denote by ^,(5) the region ('triangle') bounded by the components of the stable and unstable manifolds of p, in clP{-\\t\ -8, -vj7| ) containing p, and the line {x = -VjTf-8} for any small 8 > 0 and denote 3~',{8) = -&, (8) (see figure 4) . FIGURE 4 Let us start now with LEMMA The proof is straightforward so it is omitted. For t < 0 denote by a, the smallest positive number such that
(2) Remark 1. There is no need to compute a, exactly. Observe only that a, exists and it is of order v|7| since gl (x) = 2Q(t,x)(x where 0(0, 0) = 1.
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This follows easily from the definition of g,(x).
For every x such that | JC| < Vffj denote by <€(x) the cone: . Define now ®(z)<= T Z (T 2 ) for every z = (x, y)6 T 2 \cl £/, as follows:
(ii) S(z) = «(-Vir|) ifz6^,=P(-a r ,-^i)uP(v^I,a ( ); and the backward trajectory HT" (z), n = 1, 2 , . . . , either hits cl P(a t , 1 -a,) earlier than cl P(-<J\t\, J\t\) or never hits cl P(-Vj7j, VjTJ); If z and H,(z) are both as in (v) (or (vi)) the argument is similar. It is also similar for z given by (v) or (vi) and H,(z) given by (iv).
If 2 is as in (iv) or (iii) and H,(z) as in (iii), then analogously to the first-considered case:
(DH,U9>(z)) = Finally if z is as in (iii) or (iv) and H t (z) = (xi, yi) as in (i), then by (2) we have hence Note that due to lemma 1 it cannot happen that z is as in case (iii) and in the same time H,(z) as in cases (iv), (v) or (vi).
So the invariance of this cone bundle has been proved. We have the cone bundle 3} over T 2 \cl U, and As in lemma 1 let us put
Then for every n > 1 |x_ n+1 |<|x B |<|x_ n |.
Proof. Observe that the backward (i.e. forward under Hi 1 ) H,-trajectory of the point z 0 is the reflection in the y-axis of the forward trajectory under F id ° G gl of the point (-x 0 , yo)-So the latter trajectory is the sequence of points (-x-n , y_ n ). graph y FIGURE 6 Assume that x o^t /2. At t/2 the function yt reaches its maximum (see figure  6 ). We have y o -y T (-xo) = y o -y t (x 0 ) since x 1 >x o + yt(xo) and the function y 7 is decreasing to the right from x 0 + y t (xo).
If XQ < t/2 we have again y o -y r t -x o^y o -y r U i ) (4) since by our assumptions -t/2 < -x 0 ^X\.
In the case -xo = x\ the lemma is trivially true so we can assume that -JC O <*IJoint the points (-x 0 , yo) and (JCI, y 0 ) by a curve a :[0, l]-» R 2 which is the interval in the coordinates (x, y -y7(x)). Due to (4), for every Soe[0,1],
Da((d/ds)(so))e(DF M (2>))(a(s 0 )),
so that for every n > 0
D(H? °G gl oa)((d/ds)(s 0 ))e2!(H'; °G g ,o a (s 0 ))
and the ^-coordinate
Hence x n > -x-n+i for n > 0 . This proves the left hand side inequality in (3).
To prove the right hand side inequality we observe that 
Proof. We can assume that n(z)>4. Put H"(z) = z n =(x n ,y n ), assume for example that y n > 0 (n = 0 , 1 , . . . n (z)), i.e. the sequence (x n ) is increasing (see lemma 1). It is possible because the case y n < 0 is similar, and if n(z)<4 or the lemma is true for obvious reasons.
Put DH1 ( v ) = v n = (£,, rj n ) and /" = £ n +i/€n. Using the fact that v n e 3) and the description of 31 from § 3 we obtain the following estimates. (-x n+1 ) )-\ Let m = n 2 (z), «i = «i(z) and n 3 = n 3 (z) be respectively the smallest non-negative integers such that x n >-V|f|, *,, > 0 and x B >V|/|. Now make two additional assumptions:
\ \ \ \
l-Km-lMkJ.
Due to (5) and (6) the point z ni _i satisfies the assumptions of lemma 2 about z. Hence, for every k:
-\<k^n 3 -3-ni
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We used here the fact that by lemma 2
and that the function dyt/dx is defined and decreasing between x^-k-3 and -x ni+k +i-It is defined because by the left hand inequality in (3) l*m-fc-3| ^ |x n ,+fc+2| ^ \x n3 -i\ for k < « 3 -3 -n i . (We put the terms +1 and l n2 into parentheses because they appear only in the In the case when (6) is not satisfied i.e. if |x ni _i| > |JC MI | we consider the reflection in the y-axis of the F id ° G gI -trajectory (-x-n , y~n) or the //,-trajectory z n = (-x-n , y-n -i). We can use lemma 2 for (z n ), so we obtain for every k >0 This also gives £,(z)/f 1 > 1 -6Vj7|. The only difference in computation is that the term / ni _i has no pair, see (7) . But clearly |jc ni _i| > \t\/2, hence l ni -X > 1.
We eliminate assumption (5) in the following way.
i.e. it is of the order of at least -J\t\. lnidg,/dx>3t for t<0 and \t\ sufficiently small. This follows easily from the representation If we fix any integer N>0 and proceed by induction starting with k =n 2 -l we can prove that for every k:
is of the order of vjfj for \t\ sufficiently small (depending on N), hence >0. In particular, we can take N = n 3 -n 2 <3. Then for n: n 2 -l ^n < n 3 -l ,
ln=(€n+1tn)/€n*l.
For all other n we have trivially /" > 1. This proves the lemma.
• 
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{v))J(DH,(v)) x ) • ((DH,(v))J(v) x )
for | f | sufficiently small. This proves that for the first return mapping (H,) o , for almost every z eQ one of the Lyapunov exponents is not less than log A,, i.e. positive and the second one is negative.
It can be easily proved by use of the Birkhoff ergodic theorem that almost every point from Q returns to C? with positive frequency, see [1] for example. Hence also for almost every point from the set U^=-°o H" (Q) the Lyapunov characteristic exponents are non-zero. But the latter set by lemma 1 is equal to J" The vectors tangent to the curves H"(W^iz)), H^m{W\ oc {z')) lie in the cone bundles 3l and 2 s respectively, hence the coordinate x is monotonic along these curves, so that we can introduce a natural orientation on those curves and denote the beginning of the curve H"{W? oc This for geometric reasons proves (8) .
• 6. Additional properties ofH,\ T 2 \d u, We begin with the following lemma, where we gather standard facts about the dynamics near a saddle, which we shall need later. We now fix a negative t and study the individual map H,. PROPOSITION for every u e £ " , 0.
(11")
The analogous properties hold for E s . We denote the respective formulae by Notice that it is enough to prove the lemma only for 5 « \\t\. Now we shall use lemma 4 for the saddle q,, its neighbourhood: the square with the sides x =v|7f±5 and y = ±8 and for the curve {x -v|7}, y >0}. For that we need to change coordinates. Its assumptions, for the vector DH~t n U) (v) tangent of Hi" (z) (z) are satisfied due to the proved case of lemma 5.
So, by lemma 4(c)
for every n such that 
Hence (12) holds for every n = 2m,..., n(z) -1. So
where L is the Lipschitz constant for Hi 1 and C is a coefficient connected with the change of the norms. This ends the proof of lemma 5.
•
We still need to prove (9" (s) )-(ll M<s) ) in proposition 1. Let us start with (9 U ). This is obvious for
To prove the other case it is enough to find n, > 1 such that for every z e Q, if the first positive integer n(z) such that H" (z) e O is larger than a constant integer N, (DH n t (v))J{v) x >n1 for n = 0 , 1 , . . . , n(z). Then we would obtain in (9") the estimate by min (AT 1 log A,, log /x t ). We have used the fact that for large n(z), n 4 (z)<tn(z). This is true due to the definition of n 4 (z) and due to lemma 2, §4 which gives |ni(z)-n(z)/2|< 1.
For n s:n 4 (z), we have due to (13): Proof. This corollary follows from (9") and (9 s ). 
